
Mortgage fees of more than £1,500 are common, so it is crucial to go down the right path

Record low rates are tempting homeowners to lock in for up to a decade

Anna Mikhailova Published: 17 February 2013

HOMEOWNERS looking to take advantage of record-low fixes have the option of locking in for a decade as the number of deals continue to soar, but
borrowers should be wary of eye-watering fees.

Last week Norwich & Peterborough building society, which is owned by Yorkshire building society, reintroduced its 10-year fix at a best-buy rate of
3.99% with a £295 fee for those with a 25% deposit.

There are now 2,358 fixed deals to choose from, up from 2,058 a year ago, while the average rate has fallen from 4.97% to 4.13%, according to
Moneyfacts, the data firm.

Tumbling rates are due to the Funding for Lending Scheme, which has seen the Bank of England provide cheap long-term funding to banks to use for
mortgages and small business loans.

ING Direct launched a best-buy two-year tracker mortgage last week at 1.44 points above Bank rate, or 1.94% with a £1,945 fee for those with a 40%
deposit. However, it remains more expensive than the best-buy two-year fix from Chelsea building society, which was cut from 1.99% to 1.89% earlier
this month. It also has a fee of £1,695, up from £999 previously. The deal is reserved for those with 40% deposits.

Meanwhile, there was positive news for first-time buyers with the launch last week of the first fixed-rate deal below 4% for those with only 10%
deposits. Marsden building society is charging 3.99% for a three-year fix with a £1,098 fee.

High-fee v no-fee deals

There has been a 25% rise in mortgage deals with fees above £1,500 compared with a year ago, according to figures from Moneyfacts. The average fee
is now £1,435.

The highest set fee today is £2,995 for a 30% deposit two-year fix from GE Money. Santander has a 2.5% fee on its 2.14% two-year fix for 30%
deposits — £5,000 on a £200,000 loan.

Ian Gray, of largemortgageloans.com, the broker, said: “Higher fees are usually more likely to be OK on a longer-term fix of five or more years.”

Chelsea’s new lower rate with a higher fee will only be better value than its previous 1.99% rate, which had a £995 fee, for those borrowing more than
£350,000, according to calculations by John Charcol, the broker.

Taking an average mortgage size of £142,000, based on the Council of Mortgage Lenders’ data, the fee of £1,695 on Chelsea’s 1.89% two-year fix
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equates to 1.19% of the mortgage. Calculations from Charcol show this takes the effective rate up to 2.49%.

ING Direct reduced its two-year fix for 40% deposits last week from 2.44% to 2.29%. The fee is £495. On remortgages, it offers a free valuation and
free legal fees as well as a valuation fee refund on purchases.

Using the same average mortgage size of £142,000, the ING Direct fee is equivalent to only 0.35% of the mortgage, thus taking the effective rate up to
2.46%.

However, the size of the loan is also key to whether you would be better paying a hefty fee.
Calculations by Anderson Harris, the broker, show that someone with a £200,000 loan pays
£164 less over the two-year term on Chelsea’s new 1.89% two-year fix with its £1,825 fee than on
Nationwide’s 2.34% two-year fix, with the lower £999 fee. However, with a £100,000 mortgage,
the Nationwide option is cheaper by nearly £300 over the two years.

Ray Boulger at John Charcol said: “The smaller the mortgage, the more the lower rate will mean
worse value.”

Short-term v long-term fix

The 10-year deal from Norwich & Peterborough offers less flexibility for borrowers and comes
with hefty early repayment charges of 7% in the first three years, falling to 2% in the ninth year.
Skipton building society imposes an 8% penalty if its 10-year fix is repaid in the first two years —
£16,000 on a £200,000 mortgage.

James Cotton at London and Country, the broker, said: “Manchester building society has the
longest-term fixed rates available at the moment — 4.99% to 60% loan to value (LTV) and 5.24%
to 80% LTV — both with a £995 fee. You can fix for a minimum 10 years and a maximum of 25
years — but there are early repayment charges for seven years of up to 1.5%.”

Fix v tracker

There are still benefits of opting for a tracker, brokers argue. Cotton said: “Variable rates can offer more flexibility — there are no early repayment
charges with some deals, for example — but given that rates are at a similar level, and with fixes often coming in cheaper, most borrowers are opting
for the security of a fix.”

Anyone whose circumstances might change in the short term might be better off with a tracker, though. Boulger said: “A good compromise is the
five-year hybrid mortgage offered by Woolwich, the lending arm of Barclays.” It offers a 1.89% above Bank rate for the first two years, followed by a
3.39% fix for 30% deposits.
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It was impossible to read and digest this information due to the constant flickering of the sponsored editorial to the right of this page.
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